NEED A SOAN FACULTY ADVISOR?

Students preparing to declare as a SOAN major during the SP23 semester can reach out to any of the following faculty members and request them as a faculty advisor (until the faculty have reached their max capacity of advisees):

MARYANN BYLANDER (BYLANDER@LCLARK.EDU)

Maryann is a sociologist whose research focuses on questions of migration, global development, NGOs, and credit/debt. Most of her research has been based in Southeast Asia, in particular Cambodia and Thailand. Classes she teaches at Lewis & Clark include: international migration, critical perspectives on development, debt & society, social change in Southeast Asia, and quantitative research methods. Outside of Lewis & Clark she loves to read, hike, climb, and bake with her 2-year old.

BRUCE PODOBNIK (PODOBNIK@LCLARK.EDU)

Bruce Podobnik is a sociologist who teaches about topics like environmental activism, radical social movements of various kinds, the power of music to transform society, and the social/cultural roots of happiness. He has also led students on overseas programs to Cuba and India. He lives in an eco-village in Southeast Portland, meditates regularly, and is part of the amazing psychedelic rock band Superluminous!

*PLEASE NOTE: Faculty that are not on this list are NOT able to accept additional advisees at this time.*